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1. Introduction
Background
What is Net Zero Exeter?
Exeter City Council has declared a climate emergency. Like Exeter, many other cities and
towns are aiming to be carbon neutral; but few have set out clear and deliverable plans to
show how that will be reached. The City Council has asked Exeter City Futures to work in
partnership with the city to create a clear delivery road map: Net Zero Exeter. This will set
out the scale of the challenge, and the likely actions and investment required to ensure that
Exeter is, and is in a position to remain, carbon neutral by 2030.
www.netzeroexeter.co.uk
Who is Exeter City Futures?
Exeter City Futures is a Community Interest Company incorporated with the purpose to
promote and work towards the decarbonisation of the City of Exeter and find solutions to
issues relating to health, transport and energy. Exeter City Futures has already undertaken
extensive research, analysis and engagement. Their Goals, and the features within them,
provide a blueprint for net-zero Exeter.
www.exetercityfutures.com
Why is Encounters involved?
Encounters engage in activities and projects that bring people together to explore how we
can all flourish, living together within the Earth’s ecological limits. We work to help uncover
and discuss the barriers and challenges to doing this, inviting people to be part of creative
conversations that have inherent meaning to them, the communities they live in, and
beyond.
www.encounters-arts.org.uk
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1. Introduction
Encounters Arts – A Unique Approach
Encounters Arts specialises in designing participatory arts projects and interventions
that inspire creativity, dialogue and exchange between people of all ages and cultures.
Since 2003 we have used the transformational power of the arts to work creatively
with thousands of people in arts, community, education, reconciliation, rehabilitation,
regeneration and environmental contexts.
We create spaces and processes for people from all walks of life to explore their
relationship with themselves, each other, where they live and the wider world. Through
creative consultation, workshops, public interventions, co-authored exhibitions, publications
and uniquely tailored events, the invitation is to re-look at who and how we are in the world
at this time and together to explore new stories to live by on individual, local, city wide and
global levels.
Encounters Arts is a group of artists, facilitators, sustainability innovators, creative
educators, cultural translators & change agents. Based in South Devon, we work locally,
nationally and internationally.
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1. Introduction
Encounters Key Principles
Encounters have designed a series of Key Principles for Engagement that underpins all of
the community engagement projects that we set up across the country. These were integral
to the design and delivery of the Net Zero Exeter Engagement Sessions.
It’s not where you are going its being on the road that counts
Let curiosity be your guide
The people you are trying to involve will instinctively know if you are not interested in
dialogue, exploration and open ended enquiry. Follow your instincts, be lateral, be human.
Offer more than one way in
Have multiple entry points to your process. How, where and for whom are you making the
offer to join in? What creative methods can you use?
Co – author
Create a set of non-hierarchical frames/structures where all contributions are treated
equally. Don’t be attached to a particular outcome. Don’t expect people to come to you,
explore how to position yourself as the facilitator.
Allow for the Space between
In this work people become audience and participants simultaneously. Enable people to
both contribute individually and witness other contributions. Create a process that is visibly
changing over time as more people add to it.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Aims and Objectives
To design and carry out creative engagement for the Net Zero Exeter project, enabling
people across Exeter to explore the vision for a carbon neutral Exeter, the need for change
and to share their thoughts on everyday challenges, barriers and areas of concern.
Objectives
1. Design and deliver creative engagement sessions in locations across Exeter to:
1.1 Inform and engage
• inform people of the Net Zero Exeter project, providing some background information
and sharing where the project has come from and who’s involved
1.2 Share the 12 city goals which make up ECF’s blueprint for a carbon neutral Exeter
• find out if people have enthusiasm for particular goals
• find out where there is most energy for change
1.3 Discuss the need for change in order to implement the 12 goals
• find out if people understand and are ready for the necessary change
• explore the changes that will need to be made and find out what the everyday barriers
and challenges are for people, their families and their communities
2. Contribute to ECF’s wider engagement
2.1 Document and collate findings from the creative engagement, sharing these with ECF
to:
• feed into further workshops
• feed into the Net Zero Exeter Mobilisation Summit
• feed into the Net Zero Exeter Plan
3. Create a mobile exhibition of the creative engagement
3.1 Display responses, thoughts and ideas collected from the engagement events to:
• be displayed at future events
• ensure that voices from individuals and communities in Exeter are represented
• visually communicate common themes, identified barriers, shared concerns and
collective enthusiasm
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Net Zero Exeter - Design Approach
The creative engagement for Net Zero Exeter was designed to be imaginative, enjoyable
and meaningful and to provide an opportunity for people of different ages and backgrounds
living or working in Exeter to share thoughts, feelings, ideas and experiences, exploring the
issues together.
Simple, creative materials
The design of the materials for the engagement was simple and diagrammatic. ECF’s
existing graphics and images were re-used to maintain consistency for the project. The
aim was to use simple, creative materials and resources to interpret the information and
make it easy for people to leave their responses. The design of the engagement materials is
detailed on the following pages.
Chrysalis
The creative engagement was based on Chrysalis and popped up in a number of locations
across Exeter. Chrysalis is a mobile arts, culture and learning space made in 2018 - 2019
by the hands and imagination of people living or working in the Bio Region of South Devon.
Work began on Chrysalis in January 2018. Finished later in 2019, Chrysalis is an inspirational
resource for local people to use for learning, creativity, celebration, exchange, dialogue and
gatherings of all kinds.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE LIVING AT A TIME OF
CLIMATE AND ECOLOGICAL EMERGENCY?
Draw or write your response on a paper person and add it
to the group. Add your name and age.
Rationale:
Almost all of us are concerned about the future in one way
or another.

HOW DOES IT
FEEL TO BE
LIVING AT A
TIME OF
CLIMATE AND
ECOLOGICAL
EMERGENCY?
Draw or write your
response on a paper person
and add it to the group.
Add your name and age.

When we share our concerns with others we may be
surprised by how much they overlap. We might find some
comfort in this and be moved and encouraged by the fact
that other people living alongside us, sharing the streets
that we walk on every day also care deeply. We might also
find energy and companionship to be part of collective
change.
Starting with the bigger picture, these questions help to
understand where people currently are in relation to what’s
happening in the world, their understanding, what’s most
important to them, their main concerns.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE CLIMATE
EMERGENCY?
Encounters has created a miniature museum of curiosity
to share some information about climate change and our
impact on the planet. Have a look at the objects and read
their labels.
Rationale:
To provide simple, creative ‘ways in’ to contextualise the
project and demonstrate its importance locally and globally.
This invitation enables people to find out about aspects of
the Climate Emergency, highlighting the need for change.

HOW MUCH DO
YOU KNOW
ABOUT THE
CLIMATE
EMERGENCY?
Encounters has created a
miniature museum of
curiosity to share some
information about climate
change and our impact on
the planet.
Have a look at the objects
and read their labels.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
A VISION FOR EXETER IN 2030
Exeter City Futures (ECF) has been consulting with
communities and businesses on the future of Exeter for a
number of years.
Back in 2016, this illustrated vision was created based
on the consultations. Over the past three years, ECF has
developed 12 goals to enable Exeter to be carbon neutral
by 2030, many aspects of which are depicted in the earlier
vision.
Take a little time to explore the illustrated vision as well as
the information on the 12 goals for Exeter, then add your
thoughts.

A VISION FOR
EXETER IN 2030
Exeter City Futures (ECF) has
been consulting with communities
and businesses on the future of
Exeter for a number of years.
Back in 2016, this illustrated
vision was created based on the
consultations. Over the past three
years, ECF has developed 12 goals
to enable Exeter to be carbon
neutral by 2030, many aspects of
which are depicted in the earlier
vision.
Take a little time to explore the
illustrated vision as well as the
information on the 12 goals for
Exeter, then add your thoughts.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question: :
A VISION FOR EXETER IN 2030
IN ORDER THAT WE CAN ALL LEARN TO FLOURISH,
LIVING TOGETHER WITHIN THE EARTH’S ECOLOGICAL
LIMITS:
WHICH ASPECTS OF THESE GOALS TO MAKE EXETER
CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030 WOULD YOU MOST LIKE
TO SEE?
Select the goals, write down why they’re important to you
and pin them on the board.
Rationale:

IN ORDER THAT WE
CAN ALL LEARN TO
FLOURISH, LIVING
TOGETHER WITHIN
THE EARTH’S
ECOLOGICAL LIMITS:
WHICH ASPECTS OF
THESE GOALS
WOULD YOU MOST
LIKE TO SEE?
Select the goals, write down
why they’re important to
you and pin them on the
board.

This is where we share the 12 city goals which make up
ECF’s blueprint for a carbon neutral Exeter in more depth
and enable people to respond to them, finding out which
goals or aspects of the vision people have enthusiasm for
and why.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
When it comes to everyone taking action towards these
goals, what barriers and challenges can you see for you,
your family and your community?
Can you think of ways in which the barriers and challenges
you or other people have identified could be overcome?
What opportunities can you see for you, your family and
your community?
Rationale:
These three invitations explore the everyday barriers and
challenges of implementing the goals for people, their
families and their communities as well as possible solutions
and even opportunities, which could be translated into
actions by Exeter City Council and other groups.

YOUR JOURNEY
TO THIS VISION OF
EXETER IN 2030
When it comes to
everyone taking
action towards these
goals, what barriers
and challenges can
you see for you, your
family and your
community?
Write them on a red
template and attach to the
journey line.

YOUR JOURNEY
TO THIS VISION OF
EXETER IN 2030
Can you think of
ways in which the
barriers and
challenges identified
could be overcome?
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When it comes to
everyone taking
action towards these
goals, what
opportunities can you
see for you, your
family and your
community?
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Write your ideas on a green
template and attach to the
journey line.

Write your ideas on a yellow
template and attach to the
journey line.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE OVERALL VISION
TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030 THAT
CONCERNS YOU?
On a cloud, write down any areas of concern, explaining
why, and pin on the board.
Rationale:
This questions takes the first step in asking about the
concerns people may have. These concerns could be more
overarching as opposed to specific barriers, which are
uncovered in the next invitation.

IS THERE ANYTHING
ABOUT THE OVERALL
VISION TO MAKE
EXETER CARBON
NEUTRAL BY 2030
THAT CONCERNS
YOU?
On a cloud, write down any
areas of concern, explaining
why, and pin on the board.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
IN ORDER THAT WE CAN ALL LEARN TO FLOURISH,
LIVING TOGETHER WITHIN THE EARTH’S ECOLOGICAL
LIMITS:
IS THERE ANYTHING MISSING FROM THESE GOALS?
On the circles, record anything you think is missing from the
goals or the overall vision and pin on the board.
Rationale:
There is also an opportunity for people to add in anything
they feel is missing; this will help ECF to see if something
important has been overlooked, or not fully communicated
through the goals.

Wh

IS THERE ANYTHING
MISSING FROM
THESE GOALS?
On the circles, record
anything you think is
missing from the goals or the
overall vision and pin on the
board.
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2. Creative Engagement Design
Engagement Question:
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE FUTURE GENERATIONS TO
THANK YOU FOR?
Write your response on a heart template. Use the stamp
and ink to add a ‘Thank You’ on the back and hang it up.
Rationale:
This invitation further uncovers what people feel most
strongly about in terms of the changes they want to make;
what they want to let go of or what they want to preserve or
create for future generations.

WHAT WOULD
YOU LIKE FUTURE
GENERATIONS TO
THANK YOU FOR?
Write your response on a
heart template.
Use the stamp and ink to
add a ‘Thank You’ on the
back and hang it up.
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3. Creative Engagement Delivery
Engagement Details
Location, date & time						

Nos. of attendees

The Beacon Community Centre					25
February 21, 2020 / 9:30 am-12:00 pm
Cathedral Green (@The Big Green Event)			
February 22, 2020 / 9:30 am-12:30 pm

60

Piazza Terracina, The Quay					25
February 23, 2020 / 11:00 am-2:00 pm
Exeter Library, Castle Street					26
March 3, 2020 / 10:00 am-12:30 pm
America Hall, Pinhoe						14
March 3, 2020 / 2:30 pm-5:30 pm
Wonford Community Centre (Playing Field)			
March 4, 2020 / 9:00 am-12:30 pm

18

St Thomas Shopping Centre					
March 17, 2020

cancelled due to COVID 19

Tesco Extra - Exeter Vale Branch				
March 17, 2020

cancelled due to COVID 19

Total number of attendees					168
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3. Creative Engagement Delivery
Engagement Photographs				
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3. Creative Engagement Delivery
Engagement Photographs				
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE LIVING AT A TIME OF CLIMATE AND ECOLOGICAL
EMERGENCY?
Draw or write your response on a paper person and add it to the group.
Example Responses
Head against the wall. What can I actually do. I’m so small and the problems are so big. When the
big companies are taking over or doing so little
Helpless. Disbelief. Angry. Age 53. Heart Broken. Connected. Purpose. Scared. Protective.
Galvanised. Never give up. Love and rage. Determined
Should I join a climate protest? Can I do anything about it? Something I choke on times. Should I
change my diet? Is using my legs for transport enough?
I am worried for future generations being a grandparent and great grandparent. What happens to
people in places which become flooded, fires?
This is good opportunity to know and challenge how to cooperate with people to solve the big
problem
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
ENERGY
WHICH ASPECTS OF THESE GOALS TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030
WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE?
Example Responses:
We (humans) are using the earth’s resources far faster than we can afford. We need to stop
gobbling it up - it’s overheating!
This goes along with reduced energy consumption overall and enables warm homes without
costing the earth!
It enables everyone to be carbon neutral independent of their means. Locally generated power
reduces losses in transmission and provides employment. Power from waste deals with two
problems at once.
It is so important that local people access good quality, affordable homes. We don’t need luxury
flats and accommodation.
Ways of improving / making more efficient homes instead of focusing on building new!
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Changing attitudes to reduce consumption.
Renewable energy leading to lower energy costs.
Improving existing homes rather than building new.
Affordable homes for local people, especially young people.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
ENERGY
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE VISION TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY
2030 THAT CONCERNS YOU?
Example Responses:
To say that Exeter is going to have 100% of electricity consumed from clean sources is a concern
for me because solar panels, wind turbines… are not ‘clean sources’ but a complex technology
which depend on fossil fuels and minerals. Therefore, they generate carbon emissions too during
the whole process from the cradle to the grave as well as other impacts.
Stop selling off public spaces for housing developments. Building more house won’t solve the
housing crisis. It’s about affordability and distribution of the housing stock, not more houses.
Any new homes being built should be for local young people or older people and families, not
for more student accommodation. We have enough student blocks. We need small houses in
scale with buildings surrounding them, not high-rise blocks. We need to build balanced social
communities with a wide range of ages and family types.
Common themes:
•
•
•

Concerns around use of precious resources to build renewable infrastructure.
Issues of building more as opposed to renovating existing housing stock.
Concerns over intensive student housing and need for mixed communities.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
ENERGY
WHEN IT COMES TO EVERYONE TAKING ACTION TOWARDS THESE GOALS, WHAT
BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
It is so important that those on low incomes are supported with costs involved in putting in
energy saving measure e.g. insulation.
How can we afford to retrofit our own homes?
The new developments around me don’t have shops or other amenities, which forces people to use
their cars to get to these facilities.
I live in a housing association and they’ve said they can’t insulate the building because it’s too
expensive - the contractors are saying it’s high price because of fibreglass and H&S.
Housing in Exeter is not affordable for young people including my children to rent or buy
currently.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of insulating existing homes and retrofitting renewable technologies.
Lack of support for people on low incomes.
Viability / permissions of renewable technologies for existing homes.
High cost of housing.
Developments without amenity, leading to need for
private cars.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
ENERGY
CAN YOU THINK OF WAYS IN WHICH THE BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES COULD BE
OVERCOME?
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Comprehensive policy on energy. Better information for householders.
We need to stop buying new and set up more community shops allowing reuse and repair of
household appliances and objects.
Investment in locally owned green energy sources - community owned energy
Enabling individual homes to install own solar and wind generation - so empowering on all
levels!
Local projects. Insulation and ground source heat pumps. Focus! Focus! Focus! Be serious and
take action. Educate the public and settlers support. Well done doing this!!!
Homes well insulated and designed for solar panels should be enforced.
Young people need well-built affordable homes. We are building too many 4 and 5 bedroom
luxury homes.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Information, policy and enforcement.
Changing attitudes to reduce consumption.
Locally owned energy initiatives.
Enabling homes to install renewables.
Affordable homes for young people.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
MOBILITY
WHICH ASPECTS OF THESE GOALS TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030
WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE?
Example Responses:
We tried one car but the trains were repeatedly cancelled, due to strikes. We’d love Exeter
(in particular Pinhoe area) to be less congested with less cars and reduce journey times and
frustration.
I am a pensioner. I don’t have a car but I have a bus pass. I live in St Leonards. I go everywhere by
bus and I find the buses really good but they need to be cheaper for families.
1. Most cars burn fossil fuels and electric cars require mining of minerals in Africa and under
the sea. 2. Cars make cycling and walking hazardous. 3. Cars belong to an individualist and
often selfish culture. 4. Cycling and walking are better for health, mental and physical!
Too much cars on the road. Too much air pollution.
It would improve the centre of Exeter no end. We cycle and it would be great to have many more
cycle lanes.
So many reasons: more people travel actively, streets are for people again, less air and noise
pollution, more smiles.
Common themes:
•
•
•

Consistent public transport service across Exeter.
Reduce cars to reduce air pollution and increase
safety and wellbeing.
Reclaim the streets for green space and people.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
MOBILITY
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE VISION TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY
2030 THAT CONCERNS YOU?
Example Responses:
Cheap and accessible transport for people with disabilities. The cost of bus fares stop people in the
area going to central Exeter and using facilities across the city. This also means people have less
of a voice or are less informed about sustainability and the added benefits to the goals.
Rural poverty and people are marginalised - not able to afford links and services to connect where
are the rural access links.
It’s chicken and egg. If we want to reduce car use we need better buses and quicker faster bus
journeys but for the bus journeys to be faster we need less cars but people won’t stop using their
cars until buses are better!
Yes to more cycling but a lot of people aren’t safe on their bikes. We need cycling proficiency
training - should be compulsory as well as wearing a helmet.
All my children cycle and I am so worried about them when they go out. My eldest has had so
many near misses even when he is on the cycle path because cars won’t move over or pull out
without checking properly.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Cost of public transport.
Unreliable public transport.
Rural access to public transport.
Safety concerns around cycling.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
MOBILITY
WHEN IT COMES TO EVERYONE TAKING ACTION TOWARDS THESE GOALS, WHAT
BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Need good transport to be able to get to work. I had to leave a city because of irregular public
transport.
I work 12-hour shifts as a nurse. I won’t use the park and ride because I don’t feel safe when I drop
off my car or pick it up at night. There needs to be someone attending the park and ride at all
hours.
Public Transport. It is unreliable and expensive and no alternative. Make it cheap and more
frequent. Re-nationalise it.
Cars are so easy. People won’t give them up until they are the least convenient choice. Their choice
to drive makes my life worse. I want a healthy, pollution-free, quiet place to live in.
I am old and live in the inner city - too old to walk or cycle - how do I cope if no cars allowed?
Carers? Visitors?
I would love to do the school run with a cargo bike, which is not possible at the moment because the
roads are too dangerous.
I will only be able to give up my car when there are reliable bus journeys and safe cycle routes.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Cost of public transport.
Unreliable public transport.
Safety concerns around cycling.
Cars are still most convenient.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
MOBILITY
CAN YOU THINK OF WAYS IN WHICH THE BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES COULD BE
OVERCOME?
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Re-nationalise public transport and make it affordable.
Shared transport schemes. Shared school busses. Links to train stations for surrounding
villages.
Paying people to walk and cycle to work, we currently pay drivers 45p p/mile and provide free /
subsidized parking.
‘Green corridors’ across the city so people can walk and cycle with their families and feel safe
away from cars.
Need affordable electric bikes.
Carpooling and sharing is really possible here - there isn’t the fear here about sharing like there is
in big cities.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nationalising public transport.
Integrated transport schemes.
Incentivising walking.
More and safe cycling routes.
Car share schemes.
Reclaiming the streets for people and
green spaces.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
SUSTAINABILITY
WHICH ASPECTS OF THESE GOALS TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030
WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE?
Example Responses:
We need access to green spaces. If communities have access to green spaces, community owned
and managed spaces, we can do a lot with these between and for ourselves.
They are healing. Local produce has less food miles, and many are organic. Local produce is a
good job provider and it is also higher quality and seasonal, both increase its nutrient value.
Green spaces are a reservoir of biodiversity, are cooling in a city and promote wellbeing.
BAN CARS in city center ASAP. Pollution rates are too high in Exeter. More cycle routes. I have
developed asthma since cycling on polluted roads here!!!
Present pollution is so high you can smell it. It’s important to the health of children walking and
cycling to school.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Green spaces for people’s health, mental and physical.
Trees and green spaces for carbon storage.
Local produce: lower food miles, healthier, seasonal, local jobs.
Reduce air pollution, particularly near schools.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
SUSTAINABILITY
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE VISION TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY
2030 THAT CONCERNS YOU?
Example Responses:
Exeter Tree Cover? Is it still increasing? It seems as though much is being cut down and not
replaced.
Supermarkets are not set up to stock local produce from small ecological farms and when they do
stock local produce, it has had to travel long distances to their warehouses etc.
The lack of urgency in acting on improving air quality. This is damaging people’s health and
wellbeing.
Private electric cars. They need to use lots of minerals and energy in their manufacturing and
infrastructure. I think that is not a priority and we need to use our limited resources in a better
way.
“Zero residual household waste” sounds great… but it doesn’t emphasise the need to reduce
consumption in the first place (rather than producing lots of recyclable waste).
Consumption. We cannot use more resources than the planet can regenerate.
How? Would love to see new housing developments that doesn’t rely on cars but how is it going to
work?
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Trees being cut down rather than cover increased.
Ability of supermarkets to stock local produce.
Carbon emissions and materials used
in manufacturing and infrastructure of
electric cars.
Need to reduce consumption, not
just recycle.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
SUSTAINABILITY
WHEN IT COMES TO EVERYONE TAKING ACTION TOWARDS THESE GOALS, WHAT
BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Need more community managed and owned spaces.
Local communities should be able to plant green spaces in their neighbourhoods which are good
for wildlife as well as people – not just neatly manicured parks and flower beds but ‘wild’ untidy
areas as well where children can get in touch with real nature.
We need more public transport that attracts passengers. What about trams?
Enforce speed limits to make it safe to walk and cycle.
We need a skills bank to support recycling. Where / how can I learn to darn socks and turn short
collars?
Single use plastic. It’s everywhere! It is nigh on impossible to food shop without buying it.
Efficient household compost collection.
Common themes:
•
•
•

Lack of community owned public spaces.
Unsafe roads and unaffordable public transport.
Lack of information, skills and opportunity to
reduce consumption and recycle.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
SUSTAINABILITY
CAN YOU THINK OF WAYS IN WHICH THE BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES COULD BE
OVERCOME?
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Please stop chopping trees!!!
We need to encourage and support local independent traders and producers much more, e.g. an
expanded farmers market; less national chains.
Stop aircraft travel.
The city council could be more proactive on encouraging major firms and bodies to reduce use
of plastic by example - e.g. no plastic bags no selling of water in plastic bottles no packaging
in plastic materials i.e. rather than waiting for this to come from central government the city
council could be the first to take this initiative or a much wider scale.
We need to stop our need for convenience and the newest thing.
Developers ought to be made in their contracts to provide so many trees per square meter.
‘Green corridors’ across the city so people can walk and cycle with their families and feel safe
away from cars.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase tree cover.
Land for community growing schemes.
Support local food growers and traders.
Reduce plastic, especially single-use.
Increase recycling, reuse & refills.
Change attitudes to reduce consumption.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
CAPABILITY
WHICH ASPECTS OF THESE GOALS TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2030
WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE?
Example Responses:
If people feel as part of a community they are more likely to take action. If everybody does their
share, we can achieve great things.
It empowers people and brings excellent practice from differing concerns, gives people a say and
the opportunities to identify all needs, develops community and increases well-being.
Don’t let our worries about the global crises prevent us from taking action locally. We can have
the biggest effect on our wellbeing by connecting locally and doing what we can in Exeter.
To find out the most effective actions to cut down on carbon (and not the most cost-effective
ones!) to see the bigger picture (globally and locally).
Do we need money at all?
Common themes:
•
•
•

Create communities of action: sustainable, empowering, effective.
Work with people, government and business.
Understand the bigger picture yet work locally to take effective action.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
CAPABILITY
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE VISION TO MAKE EXETER CARBON NEUTRAL BY
2030 THAT CONCERNS YOU?
Example Responses:
Everybody needs to be taken into account - how can this be a process of equality?
Not involving the NHS on new builds for example is a concern for me. New activities centre,
swimming pools, gym facilities, physiotherapy could work alongside these people.
I don’t want to be a ‘smart city’ but I would like to be a zero carbon, ecological and inclusive city.
‘Smart’ city is all about big business.
I am concerned that I will be left behind by measures taken on climate change because I won’t be
able to afford them, e.g. buses, or renting good quality low energy home and I will be further left
in poverty without being able to heat my home or get around.
Common themes:
•
•
•

Equality and taking all views into account.
Concerns around use of technology and ownership of data.
Affordability and who has financial control.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
CAPABILITY
WHEN IT COMES TO EVERYONE TAKING ACTION TOWARDS THESE GOALS, WHAT
BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
Encouraging employers to allow/expect employees to engage in community participation. I.e. 1
day a week not “at work” but still getting paid.
The ability to bring community together requires: funding, change of culture, reaching people
who are not yet engaged.
Need more information about what we can do as individuals and families.
We need SMART objectives. We know what we need to do, we’ve got a final date, how are we
actually going to get there? What are the steps to get there? Can we gauge how we’re progressing,
e.g. next year we want to do x, y, z?
I am concerned that many of these things will only be for rich people who can afford them.
Who owns all of this? It needs to be owned and managed at a local scale and democratically. More
community and public ownership and moving away from privatization.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Difficulties in engaging everyone in common goals
and changing attitudes.
Lack of information and clear steps for
individuals and business to take.
Ownership and democracy: access to
initiatives and decision making.
Lower income households being left out.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
CAPABILITY
CAN YOU THINK OF WAYS IN WHICH THE BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES COULD BE
OVERCOME?
WHAT OPPORTUNITIES CAN YOU SEE FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR
COMMUNITY?
Example Responses:
There are lots of people with energy to do things. Facilitate and resource communities and
neighbourhoods to take action. E.g. access and permission to create community bike stores.
Involve the local community not just through consultation but to take action themselves.
Giving concerned people active things to do when they become anxious about the climate chaos.
This will be a lot of people.
Creation of permanent (over transition years) environmental hubs for information for volunteer,
involvement but mostly real info! THE TRUTH.
More talking between different groups, communities, businesses, local authorities, civil
organisations. Break down silos and spot the connections.
I would like to see more social enterprises and cooperatives. Eg. community owned energy
cooperatives.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Connect communities, business and local authorities.
Provide resources for communities to take action.
Education, skills sharing, meetings and creative
activities.
Information hubs.
Citizen owned companies and cooperatives.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
OVERARCHING CONCERNS
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE OVERALL VISION TO MAKE EXETER CARBON
NEUTRAL BY 2030 THAT CONCERNS YOU?
Example Responses:
I think that this plan believes in ‘Green Growth’ economy and doesn’t think to reduce economic
activities in the city. The best available science warns us that there is not decoupling between
energy and economy, therefore if we continue with economic growth, we are not able to reduce our
carbon emissions.
Needs central government support and alignment between local, regional and national.
How on earth are we actually going to do it? How are we going to get everyone on side?
Within whose remit does each aspiration fall and how are we going to resource it? We don’t want it
to be resourced through big business and selling off our community and publicly owned spaces,
assets, infrastructure and services.
Change the name from ‘road map’ to ‘journey map’ or ‘route map’.
Common themes:
•
•
•
•

Concerns around continued growth leading to rising emissions.
Collaboration across local and central Government.
How to enable collective action and change attitudes.
Ensuring community ownership, not profits for big business.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
WHAT’S MISSING?
IS THERE ANYTHING MISSING FROM THESE GOALS?
Example Responses:
Genuine tightening up of planning law.
Encouraged home working.
Outdoor exercise equipment and nature walks (wildflower and community woodland walks).
Connecting communities through shared land for growing food, skills sharing.
Air traffic. Too many planes over Exeter polluting the air.
Agriculture / farming, i.e. carbon emissions and sustainable farming practices – regenerative
agriculture.
Little evidence of provision for allotments in the plans for new build at Alphington / Matford.
Design to include recycling of grey water.
Preparations for the consequences of the temp. increase already locked in. Food security, resilience
to extreme weather, flood-resilient buildings etc.
Much more local democracy instead of centralised decisions over-ruling local decisions.
Joined up. Better communication about what’s happening and activities, ways, events
community can be involved with getting the world out better.
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4. Creative Engagement Outcomes
THANK YOU
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE FUTURE GENERATIONS TO THANK YOU FOR?
Example Responses:
Responding. Doing. Acting. Making the difference. Stepping up to make changes.
That we have realised how bad the climate is now and we have started to take action to change it.
Increase trees. Increase wildlife. Nature walks and eco travel.
Leaving the world better than I found it.
Future generations, leaving the world better than I found it.
Being thoughtful interested and concerned, even if I didn’t achieve much.
To have the same opportunities as we have now, more inclusive society.
Leaving the world in better shape than first predicted.
Increase trees, increase wildlife + nature walks + plus eco-travel.
I’d like future generations to thank me for making the city less congested.
Breathing clean air in cities.
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Appendix
1. Transcription of all responses received during engagement
2. Blueprint for a Carbon Neutral Exeter by 2030
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Creative Engagement Events
This document is a transcription of responses received through community engagement at:
Place
The Beacon Community Centre
Cathedral Green (@The Big Green Event)
Piazza Terracina, The Quay
Exeter Library, Castle Street
America Hall, Pinhoe
Wonford Community Centre (Playing
Field)
St Thomas Shopping Centre
Tesco Extra - Exeter Vale Branch

Date / Time
February 21, 2020 / 9:30 am-12:00 pm
February 22, 2020 / 9:30 am-12:30 pm
February 23, 2020 / 11:00 am-2:00 pm
March 3, 2020 / 10:00 am-12:30 pm
March 3, 2020 / 2:30 pm-5:30 pm
March 4, 2020 / 9:00 am-12:30 pm

No. of attendees
25
60
25
26
14
18

Cancelled due to COVID 19
Cancelled due to COVID 19
Total number of attendees

168

Collecting Responses
People attending the creative engagement events listed above were invited to leave their thoughts,
feelings, ideas and concerns in response to ECF’s 12 goals for Net Zero Exeter. Details of the design of the
creative engagement and photographs of its delivery can be found in the Encounters report.

Transcription Layout
All responses received have been transcribed by Encounters below. Responses relating to the 12 goals
have been grouped under the most relevant theme, though some could apply to more than one theme.
Where written responses have referred to more than one goal or theme, text has been separated out and
attributed accordingly.
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HOW DOES IT FEEL?
Question
How does it feel to be living at a time of climate and ecological emergency?

Draw or write your response on a paper person.
Responses
Head against the wall. What can I actually do. I’m so small and the problems are so big. When the big
companies are taking over or doing so little
Farmers wife… head & heart
It won’t affect me so much - I’ll be out of it! But I am responsible for my children and grandchildren and
fear for them
“And the rainbow stood on the Earth” D.H. Lawrence
Worry for the future for my children and grandchildren. Hope that solutions are found. More green space
and community gardens for home grown food
Helpless. Disbelief. Angry. Age 53. Heart Broken. Connected. Purpose. Scared. Protective. Galvanised.
Never give up. Love and rage. Determined
Should I join a climate protest? Can I do anything about it? Something I choke on times. Should I change
my diet? Is using my legs for transport enough?
It concerns me for my children. Will the have a radically different lifestyle? Will it be better or worse? Jane,
37
Plastic, plastic and dying fast
I am worried for future generations being a grandparent and great grandparent. What happens to people
in places which become flooded, fires?
Fear for my future and the future of my children. Young people are shot down for doing anything. Makes
them feel helpless
Does my head in. Aaargh. Scary. Heartbroken. Disconnected. Anger at corporate greed. Need degrowth!
Guilty for not helping other species
This is good opportunity to know and challenge how to cooperate with people to solve the big problem.
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ENERGY
Question
In order that we can all learn to flourish, living together within the earth’s ecological limits: which
aspects of these goals to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 would you most like to see?

Select the goals, write down why they’re important to you.
Responses relating to: Reduced Energy Consumption
We (humans) are using the earth’s resources far faster than we can afford. We need to stop gobbling it up
- it's overheating!
Personal wellbeing energy consumption. Why are we busy and fueling consumption and fast paced
movement over reflection? How can we encourage staying local and slow?
With so many people having to balance paying for food or having heating, having net zero homes will
make such a difference to so many and having these homes will also reduce energy consumption and
make the world better for all.
This forms the major part of my current carbon footprint and so an area to address urgently.
When I achieve lifestyle reducing energy consumption, I’m always satisfied with it because such lifestyle
requires me to use my heart, head and hands.
Responses relating to: Access to Renewable Energy
It enables everyone to be carbon neutral independent of their means. Locally generated power reduces
losses in transmission and provides employment. Power from waste deals with two problems at once.
Building energy efficient houses. Generating solar energy, water and wind turbines which are much more
efficient than in the past. Need to reduce use of gas, oil and electricity not produced from green sources.
This goes along with reduced energy consumption overall and enables warm homes without costing the
earth!
Local energy schemes based on renewable energy. Cheaper solutions. No nuclear.
Having Renewable Energy source would be expected to help reducing the global warming, and enable us
to live a better, healthier life.
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Responses relating to: Affordable Healthy Homes
It is so important that local people access good quality, affordable homes. We don’t need luxury flats and
accommodation.
Yes. Not luxury housing.
With lots of people having decided on whether to buy or rent having more affordable homes is a real must
being a mum of four, with two in their 20s this is becoming more important to me and wanting to get them
out of the rental loop so more are open for people that really need them.
Ways of improving / making more efficient homes instead of focusing on building new! Funding and
support available for that? Or levels of support regeneration initiatives.
Very urgent. Difficult to do. One route to tackle fuel poverty.
This is vital, everyone needs a Healthy, Affordable, Safe Home.
Need to increase the proportion of Affordable Homes / social building on all developments. At least 35%
as local young people need to be able to stay in our area. Provide green open spaces and play areas.
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ENERGY
Question
Is there anything about the vision to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 that concerns you?

On a cloud, write down any areas of concern, explaining why.
Responses relating to: Reduced Energy Consumption
Having a digital meter in my home. Because they use a lot of energy
Responses relating to: Access to Renewable Energy
To say that Exeter is going to have 100% of electricity consumed from clean sources is a concern for me
because solar panels, wind turbines… are not ‘clean sources’ but a complex technology which depend on
fossil fuels and minerals. Therefore, they generate carbon emissions too during the whole process from
the cradle to the grave as well as other impacts.
100% of electricity consumed by the city from ‘clean sources’. Maybe we are going to want the same level
of consumption but from ‘clean sources’. We need to study how much electricity is sustainable, being
aware that is based on limited resources and they are not clean. Therefore, we need to prioritise its uses.
What is the planning department doing to insist that all new build has solar panels / air ground heat
systems etc? Also public buildings with suitable aspect roofs to fit solar.
Responses relating to: Affordable Healthy Homes
Stop selling off public spaces for housing developments. Building more house won’t solve the housing
crisis. It’s about affordability and distribution of the housing stock, not more houses.
Building student residencies in destroying communities. We home for residents, for local people.
Any new homes being built should be for local young people or older people and families, not for more
student accommodation. We have enough student blocks. We need small houses in scale with buildings
surrounding them, not high-rise blocks. We need to build balanced social communities with a wide range
of ages and family types.
Is there education for what we are replacing? Can we do more for pre-existing houses? Gas boilers - what
to replace with and make the best of current situation - not within building.
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ENERGY
Question
When it comes to everyone taking action towards these goals, what barriers and challenges can you
see for you, your family and your community?
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Reduced Energy Consumption
Insulating homes is one of the easiest ways to save energy – but help needed to afford this and what
about rented homes?
It is so important that those on low incomes are supported with costs in putting in energy saving measure
e.g. insultation. Those who are time poor and low income or who struggle with form filling are supported in
accessing grants and with installation of the measures or these households will be further left behind.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Access to Renewable Energy
How can we afford to retrofit our own homes?
Ways to tackle removing gas from my house or retro-fitting to energy passivhaus standard. Need help!
Community action?
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Affordable Healthy Homes
I live in a housing association and they’ve said they can’t insulate the building because it’s too expensive the contractors are saying it’s high price because of fibreglass and H&S. Needs government legislation to
say all buildings including housing association must be to a certain level of efficiency. I want to reduce my
energy bills and carbon emissions but it’s impossible to do that unless the building is insulated.
People with low incomes suffer most. Building regulations are too weak. No more poorly insulated houses!
More affordable homes are really needed but it needs to be for working class who are working but can’t
afford homes. Some people are really trying and still can’t afford a home.
The new developments around me don’t have shops or other amenities, which forces people to use their
cars to get to these facilities.
Housing in Exeter is not affordable for young people including my children to rent or buy currently. Much
housing including my own home is old and large investment is needed to retrofit it to become anywhere
near Carbon Neutral. People on low incomes will need support and advice to achieve this ASAP
Housing Developers are chancers, not community minded, profit obsessed and greedy. People need a
healthy dwelling for wellbeing.
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ENERGY
Questions
Can you think of ways in which the barriers and challenges identified could be overcome?
What opportunities can you see for you, your family and your community?
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Reduced Energy Consumption
Comprehensive policy on energy. Better information for householders.
We need to stop buying new and set up more community shops allowing reuse and repair of household
appliances and objects.
We are wasting too much energy for luxury purposes. Shops should close their doors in cold weather.
Leave the carbon in the soil. Use energy efficient supplies, whose production ideally was carbon neutral.
Use technology more efficiently.
You must reuse, reduce, recycle.
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Access to Renewable Energy
I should like this to include energy from the River Exe’s weirs and waterfalls.
Scientific Research: recreating photosynthesis, more efficient solar panels, safe nuclear power & cold
fusion.
Investment in locally owned green energy sources - community owned energy
More solar panels and on city centre roofs.
Enabling individual homes to install own solar and wind generation - so empowering on all levels!
Local projects. Insulation and ground source heat pumps. Focus! Focus! Focus! Be serious and take action.
Educate the public and settlers support. Well done doing this!!!
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Affordable Healthy Homes
Homes well insulated and designed for solar panels should be enforced.
Existing new housing developments should be integrating the issues raised in the net zero blueprint.
Young people need well-built affordable homes. We are building too many 4 and 5 bedroom luxury homes.
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MOBILITY
Question
In order that we can all learn to flourish, living together within the earth’s ecological limits: which
aspects of these goals to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 would you most like to see?

Select the goals, write down why they’re important to you.
Responses relating to: Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads
We tried one car but the trains were repeatedly cancelled, due to strikes. We’d love Exeter (in particular
Pinhoe area) to be less congested with less cars and reduce journey times and frustration.
I am a pensioner. I don’t have a car but I have a bus pass. I live in St Leonards. I go everywhere by bus and I
find the buses really good but they need to be cheaper for families.
I have lived in Pinhoe for more than 30 years and never had a car. I’ve always used the trains and buses
and found them perfectly adequate.
I have moved from Scotland 30 years ago not being able to drive. I chose to live on edge of Exeter and
managed to work full time in Exeter using the train to travel to work.
In Pinhoe it’s great. We have a train station we hardly use our car.
Responses relating to: Reduced Dominance of Cars
1. Most cars burn fossil fuels and electric cars require mining of minerals in Africa and under the sea.
2. Cars make cycling and walking hazardous.
3. Cars belong to an individualist and often selfish culture.
4. Cycling and walking are better for health, mental and physical!
Too much cars on the road. Too much air pollution.
Traffic hold ups and jams in Exeter.
Far too many cars on our roads at moment.
Traffic congestion and pollution is increasing. One idea would be to make public transport cheaper. When
travelling in Europe, this is often the case.
Vehicle emissions are a huge driver of global heating and massively contributes to polluting our air. Cars
use up too much of our spaces. Reducing cars will help improve our health (decrease air pollutions and
increase activity) and make our spaces more attractive.
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It would improve the centre of Exeter no end. We cycle and it would be great to have many more cycle
lanes.
Yay!!!
It’s vital that we get people out of their cars for the majority of journeys by making walking and cycling
safe and easy for all journeys. Public transport as the 3rd option. Need to reduce C02 and polluting,
congestion and get fit and active.
Please improve public transport and reduce cars in the city. Electric buses, cheaper.
Improve air quality. Reduce fossil fuel use. Increase wellbeing from increased physical activity from
walking and cycling.
So many reasons: more people travel actively, streets are for people again, less air and noise pollution,
more smiles.
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MOBILITY
Question
Is there anything about the vision to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 that concerns you?

On a cloud, write down any areas of concern, explaining why.
Responses relating to: Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads
Cheap and accessible transport for people with disabilities. The cost of bus fares stop people in the area
going to central Exeter and using facilities across the city. This also means people have less of a voice or
are less informed about sustainability and the added benefits to the goals.
Need to not just rely on rat runs i.e. not close off same roads only to find this creates congestion on other
roads as this won’t reduce overall numbers of cars. Need to halve overall number of cars.
Rural poverty and people are marginalised - not able to afford links and services to connect where are the
rural access links.
Roads infrastructure. Because having four children it’s really scary for how they can get about either
cycling or when they start to drive.
Need more money in public transport.
Responses relating to: Reduced Dominance of Cars
It’s chicken and egg. If we want to reduce car use we need better buses and quicker faster bus journeys
but for the bus journeys to be faster we need less cars but people won’t stop using their cars until buses
are better! If there are less cars, bus journey times will be less which means it will be possible to make bus
journeys cheaper but where do we start? We need better buses before people will give up their cars but
we need people to give up their cars to have better buses.
Lack of funding for dedicated, safe and connected cycle routes and little will from Devon County Council
to progress building them.
A lot of cyclists aren’t safe. Need cycling proficiency training.
Yes to more cycling but a lot of people aren’t safe on their bikes. We need cycling proficiency training should be compulsory as well as wearing a helmet.
All my children cycle and I am so worried about them when they go out. My eldest has had so many near
misses even when he is on the cycle path because cars won’t move over or pull out without checking
properly.
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Electric Cars. More space will be given to private cars for charging them rather than more space for
walking and cycling.
Resilience requires redundancy which costs! Are the Council prepared for this?
Developers seem to just to make and take money and leave all the problems like increased traffic on the
roads. Need local amenities e.g. Doctors surgeries and schools so we can walk to them.
How? Would love to see new housing developments that doesn’t rely on cars but how is it going to work?
I gave up my car 3 years ago but the buses seem to have got worse with changing timetables and some
buses just not turning up.
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MOBILITY
Question
When it comes to everyone taking action towards these goals, what barriers and challenges can you
see for you, your family and your community?
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads
I work 12-hour shifts as a nurse. I won’t use the park and ride because I don’t feel safe when I drop off my
car or pick it up at night. There needs to be someone attending the park and ride at all hours.
We live outside the centre. Cost, reliability. To live as we do e.g. take kids to school and nursery and work
and after school clubs we can’t rely on public transport.
Public Transport. It is unreliable and expensive and no alternative. Make it cheap and more frequent. Renationalise it.
We need affordable / free public transport. Buses and especially trains which are so expensive.
Reliable timetable of buses, cost of travel as cheaper to go by car.
No reliable public transport, that is too expensive to be an alternative.
Cost of the buses. They’re not affordable for a lot of people
Expensive public transport. Improving transport infrastructure. New development
Buses are expensive for a family. Trains are cheaper but need to be much more frequent from Pinhoe to
centre.
Need good transport to be able to get to work. I had to leave a city because of irregular public transport.
Buses. Timetables, routes, access to rural towns?
I live in Pinhoe and would take the bus/train if they were more frequent.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Reduced Dominance of Cars
Cars are so easy. People won’t give them up until they are the least convenient choice. Their choice to
drive makes my life worse. I want a healthy, pollution-free, quiet place to live in.
I am old and live in the inner city - too old to walk or cycle - how do I cope if no cars allowed? Carers?
Visitors?
14
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I would love to do the school run with a cargo bike, which is not possible at the moment because the roads
are too dangerous. Public transport, cycling and walking should be the norm, then car sharing, then
individual transport. In that order.
Cycling in Exeter needs to be addressed. Cycle paths need to be more obvious and coordinated;
sometimes they just stop in the centre. Cycling is not an attractive alternative for many people because
the sheer volume of cars. In order to reduce the number of cars coming into Exeter, the city council needs
to change the frequency of buses in and out of the city to and from rural areas. Rural dwellers often have
no alternative but to use their car - especially if they want to come to something in the eve - because
there is no alternative via public transport.
People will not be able to just change to electric cars. There are not enough resources for this. Public
transport – free for all is only way. Good luck.
Electric cars need to be cheaper.
The infrastructure is not in place. It needs to be convenient for people to use electric cars or they won’t do
it. Where can you buy an electric car in Exeter today?
Our lives are very car dependent. School, children’s activities, getting to work. None of these would be
possible without cars. But I would love a way to do all these things via pleasant, reliable public transport.
I will only be able to give up my car when there are reliable bus journeys and safe cycle routes.
Needs to be easier and more enjoyable to take buses to cycle to take trains etc.
There is a lack of bike stands across the city. Many times I have had to lock my bike to lampposts which
can sometimes block walkways.
Very few safe, sustainable alternatives such as cycling, buses and trains. Poor frequency, expensive,
safety.
Safe cycling routes. There aren’t any that really deserve that name. Cycling and walking should be the #1
mode of transport.
Dangerous junctions and bike paths are hard to get on / used as footpaths. Aggressive confrontation from
cars – change attitudes of car users for safety. Lack of covered or sheltered bike stands.
Currently the provision for safe, segregated and accessible cycle and walking network in Exeter is terrible
– it feels really unsafe to cycle in many routes. City centre and walking/cycle routes must be made carfree urgently – other cities eg York are way ahead! Managed permeability please. Heavy lorries must be
banned from the residential areas and routes of the city to reduce air pollution which is terrible. Eg in
Heavitree electric only deliveries. Preserving / improving public transport links for workers and visitors
outside city.
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Also the amount of potholes and flooded roads mean cycling is a nightmare and as a novice cyclist it
doesn’t give me confidence.
There are no off-road cycle paths into the city centre and people don’t feel safe on their bikes
There are a lot of hills in this neighbourhood. Not easy to go up on a bike or walk up with a buggy. Need
access to e-bike and really good public transport
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MOBILITY
Questions
Can you think of ways in which the barriers and challenges identified could be overcome?
What opportunities can you see for you, your family and your community?
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads
Better public transport. More frequent trains. Night buses that feel safe. Shared school transport.
Re-nationalise public transport and make it affordable.
Trains need to be re-nationalised.
Low/free children’s bus fares
Buses are expensive for families but this could be overcome by providing very cheap bus fairs for children.
Pensioners have free bus passes. What about families / children?
Each bus-stop to have a tablet displaying stagecoach’s bus-track app so that we know whether it’s worth
waiting!
Investment in electric busses with cheaper bus fare or family deals.
Cheaper buses more regular services. Buses in the evenings and Sundays.
Stagecoach should go electric earlier than they’ve said they will.
Restructure services physically in any town in order to work with a new transport circuit that is local and
public electric (or sustainable).
Shared transport schemes. Shared school busses. More frequent train stops at Pinhoe / Cranbrook. Links
to train stations for surrounding villages.
Electric buses should be used.
Increase trains (Cranbrook to Central). E-bikes. E-scooters. Increase buses.
Timetables, routes, access to rural towns?
Link up trains and buses. Encourage people to walk. Trams?
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Hospital staff have limited Transport links between places like University and Hospital and out of town.
Car parking but really bad bus links. A route from Uni to go along Union Road, to Posloe Rd, would serve
Heavitree and Wonford for those who have long shifts, are unable to cycle or have children to drop to
nursery before work.
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Reduced Dominance of Cars
Cooperate with Ecotricity and other like fuel suppliers to install many more accessible points for electric
cars. Make bike lanes available to electric scooters (max. 15 miles p/hr). BUT wardens to encourage safe
behavior, highway code. More buses, electric as soon as possible.
Joined up network of charging points for electric vehicles including all public transport vehicles.
If future plans for cars involve charging points or car clubs the consideration for how terraced properties
can make this work for access.
Increase access to e-bikes or e-scooters. Increase the frequency of trains. Increase buses from Pinhoe.
Need affordable electric bikes.
Carpooling and sharing is really possible here - there isn’t the fear here about sharing like there is in big
cities.
People could car share.
Better bike lanes. Incentivise walking so people don’t rely completely on buses. Smart card to count steps.
Paying people to walk and cycle to work, we currently pay drivers 45p p/mile and provide free / subsidized
parking.
Ban cars. Use roads as cycle paths. Some for green spaces.
Water run car please!
No more car parks.
We need proper cycling routes and car sharing, not individual transport.
I love cycling. I cycle a lot. We need more cycle paths.
More bikes.
There would be less cars if there was an electric bike station. This would help get people out of the house.
A wider range for buses would be great too! More trees make getting out nicer.
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I’m in support of some ambition to close off the big roundabout over the river coming from Topsham Road
and Western Way - reduces short, less necessary car trips. Also communal bike shelters for terraced
houses - seen in bigger cities where some houses find it hard to store bikes, e.g. suggestion to Devon
states to allow local residents to install communal bike shelter on available land unused on Barnardo
Road- refused 2.5 years ago - locals willing and able to pay for the cost - many terraced properties can’t
easily store bikes if back access is restricted - local will power and resources are those - ECC please
engage better!
Need safe cycle paths and pavements to encourage walking and cycling instead of car use. The plans in
Alphington are very unclear in how they will be provided. Run a cable car from Peamore into the centre to
cut traffic.
‘Green corridors’ across the city so people can walk and cycle with their families and feel safe away from
cars.
Bikes/e-bikes are available for use. Keep improving cycle tracks. Incentives for car sharing.
Important to reduce emissions and improve quality of life. Joined up cycle network – consult the cyclists!
Retrofit houses to include places to store bikes or provide / enable the community to create communal
bike stores.
If we have nice and safety cycle road here, we can become healthier! And enjoy change of season in the
nature.
Making walking and cycling feel safer - better bus information.
Bus free city centre. Mono-rail. More plants. Seating and bike areas.
Street parties, markets, art exhibits and demonstrations of crafts in the street.
Street parties – demonstration of crafts / art parades in streets instead of traffic.
Promoting initiatives such as hiking trips to Dartmoor, etc. and exciting ways to promote walking and
groups etc.
Outdoor exercise equipment and nature walks (wildflower and community woodland walks).
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SUSTAINABILITY
Question
In order that we can all learn to flourish, living together within the earth’s ecological limits: which
aspects of these goals to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 would you most like to see?

Select the goals, write down why they’re important to you.
Responses relating to: Green Spaces and Local Produce
We need access to green spaces. If communities have access to green spaces, community owned and
managed spaces, we can do a lot with these between and for ourselves.
They are healing. Local produce has less food miles, and many are organic. Local produce is a good job
provider and it is also higher quality and seasonal, both increase its nutrient value. Green spaces are a
reservoir of biodiversity, are cooling in a city and promote wellbeing.
Green Spaces are needed for good air quality and for good mental health. People shouldn’t have to walk
for longer than 10 mins to reach a green space. Use them for tree cover!
Alphington Forum want a local hut provision which includes shop premises. Local providers such as
Shillingford Organics could take spaces.
Monkerton Rise community woodland development is great… but we need more nature walks… more
trees in parks and more wildflower nature walks to encourage people to go outside.
If more tree canopy, how can it be joined up so as to create walks?
Everyone, however limited their mobility, however urban their residence, should be able to enjoy and
share in the wonderful nature-rich places I can and do access, and have opportunities to grow food in a
community setting. I think the idea of city farms and community gardens is fantastic!
Excellent ideas! Three cover is so important for locking in carbon & providing shade and habitats. Good
luck – it’s for our children!
It has so many positive benefits. Green space promotes health, connects us with nature and motivates is
to protect it. Producing own food is incredibly satisfying = wellbeing.
Very important, not only for citizens’ good health, but also soil is the biggest carbon store apart from
water (oceans and rivers).
Oxygen levels and public health. More green and plants in the city centre.
Because I want to see more spaces where children can play.
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Socialising. Health. For environment and people.
Cut carbon emissions and lower energy use and to be healthy and have a healthy environment.
More healthy food. Understanding cycle of nature. Educational.
The miles our food travels is a concern and is driving pollution etc.
Local produce = low carbon footprint.
Reducing food miles and having local produce in the shops is also excellent.
Responses relating to: Clean Air
BAN CARS in city center ASAP. Pollution rates are too high in Exeter. More cycle routes. I have developed
asthma since cycling on polluted roads here!!!
Present pollution is so high you can smell it. It’s important to the health of children walking and cycling to
school.
Air quality is variable across short distances I am interested in this because my kids are in school off
Topsham Road - ISCA and St Leonard’s primary - larger schools - less roads, a bigger pollution problems
for certain locations? More detail of air quality by pinch points or location.
Pollution in Exeter City Centre is such a problem affecting health and even lifespans. We, and our children,
need to breathe healthy air!
I breathe, I want to be healthy.
There is too much traffic in Exeter. Too many toxic fumes. Too much environmental damage.
Responses relating to: Efficient Resource Management
Eliminate the concept of waste closed loop!
Responses relating to: Regenerative Design
Very important to start enforcing energy efficient carbon neutral design in new build NOW, not
postponed. We have an energy plant on Marsh Barton but heat is not taken up.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Question
Is there anything about the vision to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 that concerns you?

On a cloud, write down any areas of concern, explaining why.
Responses relating to: Green Spaces and Local Produce
Supermarkets are not set up to stock local produce from small ecological farms and when they do stock
local produce, it has had to travel long distances to their warehouses etc. We need more community food
growing projects, such as community supported agriculture schemes etc.
How do you measure abundance of wildlife? To compare with 2018?
The plan says ‘new communities’ can access land reserved for local food production. Who are the new
communities? I think that every community, every person, needs to access land and be able to grow
vegetables by themselves, especially poor people.
Not enough tree cover. Trees are needed to meet our goals. Double the tree cover in Exeter.
Tree cutting for 5G. We need the trees more than faster internet. Save our trees.
Exeter Tree Cover! Is it still increasing? It seems as though much is being cut down and not replaced.
The plan says ‘supermarkets stocked with a wide range of local produce’. I think that supermarkets also
must stock with a range of organic food from local and independent farmers (small owners).
Responses relating to: Clean Air
The lack of urgency in acting on improving air quality. This is damaging people’s health and wellbeing.
Stop focusing on electric cars as a solution – this is only for the rich. Promote and support walking and
cycling. Remove barriers to cycling.
Private electric cars. They need to use lots of minerals and energy in their manufacturing and
infrastructure. I think that is not a priority and we need to use our limited resources in a better way.
E-mobility. Making electric cars destroys rain forests in Brazil (to make the batteries needed), so should be
the exception not the norm. Car sharing is key.
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Responses relating to: Efficient Resource Management
“Zero residual household waste” sounds great… but it doesn’t emphasise the need to reduce consumption
in the first place (rather than producing lots of recyclable waste).
Use less resources. Use resources wisely where they are really needed. Let’s leave the planet less polluted
and more carbon reducing than we found it. It shouldn’t be net zero it should be minus CO2.
Waste. Because some care to reuse/recycle, but still many of us don’t care!
Consumption. We cannot use more resources than the planet can regenerate.
Responses relating to: Regenerative Design
Affordable housing initiatives! First time buyers. Focus on renovating what we already have rather than
building! Making what we have sustainable rather than adding.
How do new housing developments increase biodiversity? Designs MUST include: boundary hedges – not
fences / walls so creatures can move freely. House bricks with integral spaces for birds to nest. Common
areas with trees, flowers, hedges etc.
How? Would love to see new housing developments that doesn’t rely on cars but how is it going to work?
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SUSTAINABILITY
Question
When it comes to everyone taking action towards these goals, what barriers and challenges can you
see for you, your family and your community?
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Green Spaces and Local Produce
Need more community managed and owned spaces.
So much of Pinhoe green spaces have been built upon.
Pinhoe has changed so much so many of the green areas have built upon.
Local communities should be able to plant green spaces in their neighbourhoods which are good for
wildlife as well as people – not just neatly manicured parks and flower beds but ‘wild’ untidy areas as well
where children can get in touch with real nature.
Supermarkets not best system to support and supply local produce due to distribution methods. Does not
build local resilience.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Clean Air
We need more public transport that attracts passengers. What about trams?
Enforce speed limits to make it safe to walk and cycle.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Efficient Resource Management
Glass recycling from home.
We need a skills bank to support recycling. Where / how can I learn to darn socks and turn short collars?
Interested in circular economy and eliminating the waste.
Single use plastic. It’s everywhere! It is nigh on impossible to food shop without buying something
wrapped in plastic.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Regenerative Design
Efficient household compost collection.
Stop giving more space to cars! Give it to people!
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SUSTAINABILITY
Question
Can you think of ways in which the barriers and challenges identified could be overcome?
What opportunities can you see for you, your family and your community?
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Green Spaces and Local Produce
Please stop chopping trees!!!
Double tree cover.
What about planting more trees?
Requisitioning (with incentives) of land for community agriculture projects, THAT WORK. Eliminate food
miles.
Financial subsidies for new agroecological growers. Should support more local veg box schemes and
CSAs.
Promote more plant-based food and provide in public sector catering. Schools to have meat free days.
We need to encourage and support local independent traders and producers much more, e.g. an
expanded farmers market; less national chains.
We need to produce food in an agroecology way. We need to increase our food sovereignty. We need to
support organic farmers. We need to reforest.
Veganism – can we promote meat-free Mondays, etc. Please look at education and healthy cooking skills
communicating alternative challenging perspectives.
Ban use of chemicals for growing produce. Encourage use of seaweed and CARBON GOLD (made from
wood pellets) to store carbon and cleanse water.
Love the idea of supermarkets stocking local produce, is this possible? With supermarkets buying
centrally in bulk to provide stores nationwide?
Vegetarian / Vegan maybe more widely educated across the Nation.
More choice to go for walks as environment would be better. Exercise means better health.
Blossom walks.
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What about street parties and pop up street markets including art exhibitions and craft of course.
I can relax inside green. We can be more healthy feeling nature.
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Clean Air
Trees and plants. Cleaning up environment. Technological products clean-up like old phones, sky dishes
and even satellites. Satellites orbiting earth need cleaning up too.
Stop aircraft travel.
5% on road use. Improve use of car. Everybody should have village shop.
Find alternatives to petrol and diesel.
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Efficient Resource Management
The city council could be more proactive on encouraging major firms and bodies to reduce use of plastic
by example - e.g. no plastic bags no selling of water in plastic bottles no packaging in plastic materials i.e.
rather than waiting for this to come from central government the city council could be the first to take this
initiative or a much wider scale.
Self-recycling at home with plastic bags going off the market… bags for cooking and freezing. Water that
doesn’t contain phosphates that makes me ill.
More recycling.
We need to stop our need for convenience and the newest thing.
More biodegradable plastics. No more harmful plastics.
Refill stations. Reduce single use plastics.
Clothes swaps. I don’t really buy new clothes anymore.
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Regenerative Design
Developers ought to be made in their contracts to provide so many trees per square meter.
‘Green corridors’ across the city so people can walk and cycle with their families and feel safe away from
cars.
The wildflower meadows in the city have been wonderful. More of these please and more community veg
gardens.
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CAPABILITY
Question
In order that we can all learn to flourish, living together within the earth’s ecological limits: which
aspects of these goals to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 would you most like to see?

Select the goals, write down why they’re important to you.
Responses relating to: Collective Action
It empowers people and brings excellent practice from differing concerns, gives people a say and the
opportunities to identify all needs, develops community and increases well-being.
We tend to criticise others’ opinion. But these barriers can turn to be opportunities if we think it’s lucky to
hear others’ voices!
We need to believe it is possible and not overwhelmingly difficult. And we need government and business
to show they are leading.
It is more sustainable.
My own mental and physical wellbeing is much enhanced by being a member of Exeter Growers’
Cooperative, Devon Wildlife Trust and joining in ‘Treefest’ and ‘The Flow’ community activities.
If people feel as part of a community they are more likely to take action. If everybody does their share, we
can achieve great things.
Don’t let our worries about the global crises prevent us from taking action locally. We can have the
biggest effect on our wellbeing by connecting locally and doing what we can in Exeter.
Greater understanding of issues. Bringing people together to share aspirations.
Responses relating to: An Analytical Approach
To find out the most effective actions to cut down on carbon (and not the most cost-effective ones!) to
see the bigger picture (globally and locally).
Responses relating to: Locally Controlled Finance
Do we need money at all?
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CAPABILITY
Question
Is there anything about the vision to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 that concerns you?

On a cloud, write down any areas of concern, explaining why.
Responses relating to: Collective Action
Everybody needs to be taken into account - how can this be a process of equality?
Make sure that when making any plans / doing any designs that voices from the NHS, such as
psychotherapists are included to ensure access for all is included. People, such as me, who have a
debilitating illness need to be included and have access to nearby services, forms of transport.
Not involving the NHS on new builds for example is a concern for me. New activities centre, swimming
pools, gym facilities, physiotherapy could work alongside these people.
Responses relating to: An Analytical Approach
I don’t want to be a ‘smart city’ but I would like to be a zero carbon, ecological and inclusive city. ‘Smart’
city is all about big business.
‘Smart grid technology’ is a concern for me because I don’t know if it’s going to be possible for everyone
and whether it’s the best solution.
Responses relating to: Locally Controlled Finance
I am concerned that I will be left behind by measures taken on climate change because I won’t be able to
afford them, e.g. buses, or renting good quality low energy home and I will be further left in poverty
without being able to heat my home or get around.
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CAPABILITY
Question
When it comes to everyone taking action towards these goals, what barriers and challenges can you
see for you, your family and your community?
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Collective Action
How to stay motivated to do my bit when I see HS2, Aldi lit up at night etc. And how to do my bit when it
means sacrifices and maybe giving up things I like.
Encouraging employers to allow/expect employees to engage in community participation. I.e. 1 day a
week not “at work” but still getting paid.
The ability to bring community together requires: funding, change of culture, reaching people who are not
yet engaged.
Need more information about what we can do as individuals and families.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: An Analytical Approach
We need SMART objectives. We know what we need to do, we’ve got a final date, how are we actually
going to get there? What are the steps to get there? Can we gauge how we’re progressing, e.g. next year
we want to do x, y, z?
More guidelines for citizens on what they can do and quantifiable measures to understand what impact
that has. What’s going to make the biggest difference.
Barriers and Challenges relating to: Locally Controlled Finance
I am concerned that many of these things will only be for rich people who can afford them.
Who owns all of this? It needs to be owned and managed at a local scale and democratically. More
community and public ownership and moving away from privatization.
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CAPABILITY
Question
Can you think of ways in which the barriers and challenges identified could be overcome?
What opportunities can you see for you, your family and your community?
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Collective Action
Involve the local community not just through consultation but to take action themselves.
Listen to the public, work with industry to improve carbon waste and pollution. Provide more affordable
housing. Help get people from sleeping on the streets.
Involve local community e.g. walk to work or school.
Giving concerned people active things to do when they become anxious about the climate chaos. This will
be a lot of people.
Community spaces that share and encourage eco-friendly alternative food recipes etc, milk and tea
mornings to share plans and ideas, car share initiatives etc like refill centres, zero waste areas and
recycling collectives. Community gardens to grow food.
Connecting communities through shared land for growing food, skills sharing.
There are lots of people with energy to do things. Facilitate and resource communities and
neighbourhoods to take action. E.g. access and permission to create community bike stores.
It would be good to arrange for regular meeting in each neighbourhood to create social community from
different nationalities.
We need to stop our need for convenience and the newest thing.
Educate the young.
Sharing skills! Network of people sharing skills.
Fun and education projects on people friendly ideas for all nationalities.
Fund raising. Fayre days. Theatre outdoors. Folk dancing. Fetes and arts outside.
Group art/craft work, community projects in the street. Close the streets for environmental parades.
Demonstrations to close the roads. Extinction Rebellion!!! Walking for clean air and wildlife. Our life!
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Solutions and Opportunities relating to: An Analytical Approach
Creation of permanent (over transition years) environmental hubs for information for volunteer,
involvement but mostly real info! THE TRUTH.
More talking between different groups, communities, businesses, local authorities, civil organisations.
Break down silos and spot the connections.
More detail of air quality by pinch points or location.
Having a public group chat / website that is advertised and made aware of.
Restructure services physically in any town in order to work with a new transport circuit that is local and
public electric (or sustainable).
Government (local and national) leadership.
Practical advice on how to make the changes needed.
So good for ECC!
Solutions and Opportunities relating to: Locally Controlled Finance
A citizen’s company with shares to help finance.
I would like to see more social enterprises and cooperatives. Eg. community owned energy cooperatives.
More charity events and fundraisers for new centre.
Public Transport should be free. Close some car parks and raise the cost of parking in the city. Pester the
government for proper funding to implement serious change throughout society. Tell the truth! More
entertaining city centre for locals and tourists. Romary Bathers Funding project.
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OVERARCHING CONCERNS
Question
Is there anything about the overall vision to make Exeter carbon neutral by 2030 that concerns you?
I think that this plan believes in ‘Green Growth’ economy and doesn’t think to reduce economic activities
in the city. The best available science warns us that there is not decoupling between energy and economy,
therefore if we continue with economic growth, we are not able to reduce our carbon emissions.
Needs central government support and alignment between local, regional and national.
Much of this is Devon County Council or National Government responsibility. How does it all connect up?
How does this connect with Devon County Council Zero Carbon Plan? All levels need to collaborate.
Politics. Because we need to elect a greener government to get more encouragement for zero carbon.
Political leaders voicing a strong, clear, authoritative, message and sticking to it. This requires better
collaboration between local and county councils
How on earth are we actually going to do it? How are we going to get everyone on side?
Within whose remit does each aspiration fall and how are we going to resource it? We don’t want it to be
resourced through big business and selling off our community and publicly owned spaces, assets,
infrastructure and services.
Change the name from ‘road map’ to ‘journey map’ or ‘route map’.
Preparations for the consequences of the temp. increase already locked in. Food security, resilience to
extreme weather, flood-resilient buildings etc.
An understanding of how serious this crisis is and how important it is to take action immediately. New
swimming pools and road widening is not the way forward. Please plague the Government for funding.
Telling the truth. People need to be educated about the importance of taking action to seriously tackle the
problem. Council road widening scheme.
Lifestyle change. Minimalism. Diet – ie plant-based. Industrial agriculture. Criticism of neo-liberalism.
Consume less.
Addressing humanity’s collective out of control ego. Being more compassionate. Not having nations led
by sociopaths and narcissists. It takes a tribe to raise a child – community! Not this weird digital fake way
of life.
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WHAT’S MISSING?
Question
Is there anything missing from these goals?
ENERGY
Common sense. No sky travel. No cars. No 5G. No nuclear.
Renewable energy storage. Great generating clean energy. Also good to store and capture.
Infrastructure for widespread renewable energy use and use of fuel resources.
Genuine tightening up of planning law. Currently poor standard student accommodation taking over the
city centre and destroying local communities.
MOBILITY
Plans to change public transport to use electric buses around the town and schools especially, which will
reduce air pollution.
Park and share. Car parks at road junctions.
Cycle racks at bus stops. Buses to carry cycles.
Encouraged home working.
SUSTAINABILITY
People need more information in order to understand why these changes are needed, e.g. about the food
system, and giving up meat. Info could go on public transport for example.
Exercise equipment. Especially for kids, a lot of gyms need you to be 16, but it would be amazing if we
could have electricity free equipment for kids (and adults).
Outdoor exercise equipment and nature walks (wildflower and community woodland walks).
Community owned and managed public spaces and initiatives.
Connecting communities through shared land for growing food, skills sharing.
Air traffic. Too many planes over Exeter polluting the air. I live in the approach path of Exeter Airport with
planes over my house every five minutes.
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Using less detergents.
Agriculture / farming, i.e. carbon emissions and sustainable farming practices – regenerative agriculture.
Little evidence of provision for allotments in the plans for new build at Alphington / Matford. Design to
include recycling of grey water.
Preparations for the consequences of the temp. increase already locked in. Food security, resilience to
extreme weather, flood-resilient buildings etc.
Regulation of new and existing buildings because houses are too inefficient with their EER.
CAPABILITY
Much more local democracy instead of centralised decisions over-ruling local decisions.
Joined up. Better communication about what’s happening and activities, ways, events community can be
involved with getting the world out better.
Other cities who have started on their plans seem to be most successful when led by a strong cohesive
council / leader. Strong political leadership to back the community’s wishes / needs for change.
A plan for implementation:
How are the aims / targets going to be communicated?
How to obtain support and engagement?
Everybody from local residents to global businesses need to buy-in.
Community owned and managed public spaces and initiatives.
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THANK YOU
Question
What would you like future generations to thank you for?

Write your response on a heart template. Use the stamp and ink to add a ‘Thank You’ on the back.
Responses
Responding. Doing. Acting. Making the difference. Stepping up to make changes.
Increase trees. Increase wildlife. Nature walks and eco travel.
Leaving the world better than I found it.
For being there to feel safe and support.
That we have realised how bad the climate is now and we have started to take action to change it.
Giving me the positive vision of a wonderful world to be resilient in the face of chaos.
Future generations, leaving the world better than I found it.
Being thoughtful interested and concerned, even if I didn’t achieve much.
I don’t want them to need to thank me – though they do for supporting them on their youth strikes etc.
But I want them to thankful to live in an earth abundant with wild creatures, living safely.
To have the same opportunities as we have now, more inclusive society.
Leaving the world in better shape than first predicted.
Increase trees, increase wildlife + nature walks + plus eco-travel.
I’d like future generations to thank me for making the city less congested.
Breathing clean air in cities.

End of transcription
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CARBON NEUTRAL
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Introduction
Exeter City Council have declared a climate emergency and committed
to making the city of Exeter carbon neutral by 2030. Exeter now has the
opportunity to show leadership among cities through decisive implementation
of policies, innovations and investment that shape the way we live and our
environmental impact for decades to come.
As we embark on this journey, it’s important to recognise that a commitment
to make a whole city carbon neutral is beyond the authority of a single
Council. We will require strong collaboration and collective action from
everyone across the city; individuals, businesses, community organisations
and the local authority. Exeter City Council has tasked Exeter City Futures
CIC with curating a shared roadmap to a carbon neutral city by 2030, a
responsibility that we have accepted with pride.
This roadmap will set out the scale of the challenge, the likely actions that
will need to be taken and an estimate of the investment that will be required
to ensure that Exeter is, and is in a position to remain, carbon neutral.
Our 12 Goals will form the framework on which the city’s response to this
ambition will be developed. From our extensive engagement, research and
analysis to date, including our 2017 Energy Independence Report, we have
defined a blueprint for a Net Zero Exeter which we present in this document.
This essentially sets out a specification for all the things that Exeter will need
to have in place to be carbon neutral.
Over the coming weeks we will begin a programme of public engagement
as well as focussed activities with businesses, community and city leaders;
culminating in the Net Zero Exeter Mobilisation Summit on 26 March 2020.
The purpose of our engagement activities around this blueprint document
will be to reflect on the perspectives of the people who live and work in
the city, as well as those who are tasked with leadership. The information
and responses gathered from our activities will be drawn together to form a
collaborative Net Zero Exeter Roadmap.
There will be hurdles and many of the features in the blueprint present
significant challenges. But it’s not impossible. With the will of people from the
city we can and must achieve this. Together we are stronger, and to achieve
an ambition of this scale, collective, practical action is what truly matters.

Liz O’Driscoll
Managing Director, Exeter City Futures
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THEME 1:

ENERGY

Reduced Energy Consumption
Our energy use is rising. Greater Exeter already consumes 10TWh of energy
every year, and demand is set to rise 13% by 2025, due to forecast household
and business growth, and the associated increase in transport demand. Existing
energy consumption patterns cost our residents and businesses over £900m
each year; a significant cost to many families and a particular burden to those in
fuel poverty.
In a Net Zero Exeter, residents and businesses will have access to the right
tools to measure and understand energy use in order to reduce consumption
and increase energy efficiency.

• Exeter shall have reduced its energy consumption by 2.6 TWh over 2017
levels; with industrial energy consumption reduced by 250 GWh (16% of
industrial demand) by 2025.

• “Smart energy technology” shall be in all homes in Exeter, supporting the

efficient use of energy, particularly from sustainable sources, and supporting
the elimination of fuel poverty.

• All Exeter businesses shall have committed to energy reduction measures.
• All public sector organisations in Exeter (including schools) shall have
committed to energy reduction measures.

• Local planning policy shall consider carbon reduction and energy demand

reduction in industrial, commercial and public buildings; the highest energy
efficiency standards (Passivhaus or equivalent) shall be the norm.

• Exeter shall have developed systems which enable and manage behavioural
change to encourage upgrades to highest efficiency appliances.

• Exeter shall have a strong set of demonstrators/case studies that act as

examples of how commercial buildings and industrial processes can be more
energy efficient.

Access to Renewable Energy
Energy is essential to our city. It provides heat for our homes, powers our
transport and keeps our healthcare system running. In a world where natural
resources are limited, establishing an affordable, locally generated green energy
supply is vital to maintain our quality of life. This must be supported by increased
public and private investment, a strong and engaged community and a focus on
regulatory frameworks and innovative business models that can transform our
local energy systems.
In a Net Zero Exeter, all residents will have access to locally generated
renewable sources of energy.

• 100% of electricity consumed by the city shall be generated from
clean sources.

• Exeter shall have a Heat Network that provides district heating to a
number of public sector buildings across the city.

• Exeter shall be engaged in multi-authority strategic planning to exploit the

maximum potential for renewable generation (solar, wind, geothermal) and
shall be capturing 4.8TWh energy per annum from 2025 onwards.

• Exeter shall have engaged the public in identifying renewable energy

solutions that are acceptable in the context of the energy choices available.

• Exeter shall have deployed smart grid technology to realise the potential local
benefits of regional generation.

• Exeter shall have world-leading programmes of research into enhanced

energy generation efficiency, focussing on areas with the potential to improve
natural energy resource conversion efficiency e.g. solar cell technology.

• Exeter shall have a programme of investment and innovation into geothermal
and marine technologies.

• Data on sources of energy generation in the city shall be shared publicly, so
consumers are better informed about the source of their energy use.
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Affordable Healthy Homes
Rising energy prices, energy inefficient housing and low incomes have resulted
in high levels of fuel poverty across the UK. The adverse health effects of living
in cold, poorly ventilated homes are well-established. An energy efficient home
reduces waste energy and the demand for non-renewable energy resources.
It may also offer financial savings and healthier living conditions through better
ventilation and maintenance of moderate temperature.
In a Net Zero Exeter all residents will be able to live in an affordable home
which is energy efficient and healthy; where fuel poverty is reduced.

• The provision of affordable, quality and sustainable housing in the city, shall
have increased; enabling lower income families to live centrally and have
easy access to employment and services.

• Exeter shall have launched a Local Retraining Scheme for sustainable

construction, enabling workers to adapt to the demand for skills such as
retrofitting for energy efficiency purposes.

• All domestic homes in Exeter shall achieve energy performance ratings of C+

following completion of a widespread programme of retrofit to reduce energy
demand and costs.

• Domestic heating demand in Exeter shall have been reduced by 1.8 TWh

per year, due to retrofit energy efficiency measures (including insulation and
electrification of heat).

• Fuel poverty shall have been eliminated in Exeter.
• Exeter planning policy shall support housing design features which create a
healthy environment and promote wellbeing as standard.
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THEME 2:

MOBILITY

Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads
A growing population and an increase in the number of people visiting and
working in Exeter mean that managing movement into and around the city will
become a bigger challenge. Continued growth presents challenges for the
transport system which, unless addressed, could result in increased congestion
and pollution for Exeter. Built on a historic road network, adding additional
capacity through road building is no longer an option. Instead, providing capacity
for future growth will depend on effective, low-carbon alternatives and more
sophisticated management of existing transport corridors and infrastructure.
In a Net Zero Exeter, journey times will be reliable and the transport network
will be resilient to major incidents.

• Exeter’s public transport shall be fully accessible to all people - including those
with limited mobility - due to improved infrastructure, vehicles and information.

• Exeter’s roads shall be safe for everyone using them; default speed limits in

high-density areas shall be reduced to 20mph, and our roads shall be ranked
amongst the safest in the UK.

• Exeter’s buses shall be punctual, unimpeded by congestion on the roads,
resulting in an increase in passenger numbers year on year with growth
supporting investment into these services.

• Exeter’s transport network shall be both reliable and resilient to major

incidents on regional roads; ensuring that Exeter residents can be confident
that they can reach their destination in a consistent time from day to day

• Exeter shall have a network of safe cycling and walking routes and a reliable
and efficient public transport service that ensures all residents can access
major employers, healthcare and educational institutions in under 1 hour.

• New housing and commercial developments in Exeter shall be designed in

such a way as to not require ownership of a private car, ensuring additional
burden is not added to the network.
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Reduced Dominance of Cars
Exeter’s vision is to be the most active and accessible city in England with 50%+ trips,
originating and ending in Exeter, made by active modes of transport. To achieve a
modal shift away from high-carbon forms of transport it is vital to implement options
that are cheaper, quicker and more convenient than private car ownership.
A Net Zero Exeter will have cleaner, more efficient public transport and reduced
dominance of cars in the city centre, making more attractive public places.

• The city transport network (including highways, cycleways and waterways) shall
be optimised to give priority for sustainable, shared and active modes of travel.

• Exeter shall have a city-wide mobility scheme, supported by integrated multi-

modal ticketing, that improves zero-carbon movement into and around the city.

• Exeter shall have a safe, segregated, convenient cycle and walking network that

is accessible to all ages and supported by infrastructure (such as changing and
storage facilities) across the city centre and at major employment/education sites.

• Exeter shall provide residents and visitors with access to facilities, tools and

services that help them to easily move around the city in an affordable and
sustainable manner (e.g. real-time journey information, electric bike schemes
and car-clubs).

• The majority of under 25’s who live, work or are educated in the city shall travel
by active modes or public transport; supported by travel training for all school
children across the city, awareness campaigns and better bus routes.

• All Exeter businesses shall have implemented sustainable travel initiatives to
reduce their carbon footprint.

• A network of work and healthcare hubs shall exist in Exeter’s travel-to-work area
contributing to a reduction in the need to travel into the city for work or health.

• The city centre, and core walking areas, shall be free from non-essential

motorised vehicles, providing a vibrant public space and freeing up land
currently used for driving and parking.

• Pedestrian environments in residential areas shall be enhanced by removing
through traffic; creating quieter and safer streets.

• Freight deliveries within the city centre shall be made by non-fossil fuel vehicles,
with freight consolidation centres at key access routes, reducing the number of
vehicles entering the city.

• The planned 12,000 new homes in the city shall be built with the design
assuming that residents do not have access to a private car.
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THEME 3:

SUSTAINABILITY

Green Spaces and Local Produce
Nature’s contribution is critically important to our livelihoods, economy, quality
of life and wellbeing. Halting biodiversity loss, encouraging local food supplies
and managing our water is vital to ensure that Exeter is a happy and healthy city.
Measures to deliver a carbon-neutral city must seek to identify, preserve and
monitor the most important habitats including areas of flower-rich grassland,
broadleaved woodland, wetlands and hedgerows; especially in light of the
planned growth of Exeter and the surrounding region.
A Net Zero Exeter will protect its natural ecosystems, favour local food supplies
and sustainably manage its natural resources to combat the degradation of its
local environment.

• Everyone living in the city shall have access to excellent quality green space
within a 10-minute walk from their home.

• All new communities in the city shall have access to land that is reserved for
local food production via allotments and city farms.

• Exeter shall have initiated programmes that enable residents to adopt

more sustainable and healthy food habits, including the reduction in meat
consumption to more sustainable levels.

• Exeter’s supermarkets shall be stocked with a wide range of local produce to
reduce food miles and improve local food resilience.

• A regional produce distribution hub shall be created to keep food miles low
and make locally produced food accessible.

• Exeter’s sustainable urban drainage infrastructure shall be sufficient to protect
against flash flooding in high-density and infrastructure critical areas (e.g
railway stations).

• Exeter’s tree canopy cover shall have been increased by a quarter since 2018.
• Wildlife in Exeter shall be significantly more abundant than in 2018.
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Clean Air
Air pollution is associated with a number of adverse health impacts. It is
recognised as a contributing factor in the onset of heart disease and cancer
and particularly affects the most vulnerable in society: children and older people,
and those with heart and lung conditions. There is also often a strong correlation
with equality issues, because areas with poor air quality are also often the less
affluent areas. In the UK, the annual health cost to society of the impacts of
particulate matter alone is estimated at around £16 billion.
A Net Zero Exeter will have clean air through the reduction of pollutants from
private cars and fossil fuels.

• Exeter’s bus network shall comprise only Ultra Low Emission Vehicle (ULEV)
Buses and use non-fossil fuels.

• All public sector fleet vehicles in Exeter shall be ULEV / non-fossil fuel.
• Exeter’s taxi fleet and private hire fleet shall be in the ULEV category /
non-fossil fuel.

• All private cars in Exeter shall be in the ULEV category.
• Exeter shall have a comprehensive network of electric vehicle charging points
(including on-street) which supports transition to electric vehicles, with priority
for shared vehicles.

• Exeter shall have achieved the World Health Organisation (WHO) targets

for air quality, at all locations across the city, using a comprehensive network
of air quality sensors across the city to continuously monitor air quality
down to pm2.5.

• Exeter shall have implemented an education programme/awareness campaign
about air quality within homes.

• Health outcomes shall be embedded in all key city policies to assess current
and future wellbeing.
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Efficient Resource Management
Waste is not just an environmental problem, contributing to air, land and water
pollution, but low recycling rates are an economic loss as well. By thinking
differently about what we throw away (whether that’s plastic, cardboard, food or
even water and heat) we can generate many benefits to the city. These could
include; reducing the number of heavy-load vehicles on our roads, alleviating
congestion and improving air quality or creating partnerships between
organisations to use waste material from one as power for the other.
All of which would feed into our local, circular economy.
In a Net Zero Exeter, waste will be seen as a resource and recycled wherever
possible; waste collection and deliveries will be made via operationally and
energy efficient means.

• Exeter shall have established a ‘zero waste zone’ to test and implement
practices and policies that support our carbon neutral ambition.

• Exeter shall have a city-wide programme in place to achieve zero residual

household waste and by 2030, 95% of all household waste shall be sent for
reuse, recycling or composting.

• Exeter shall be named as a single-use plastic free city.
• Nobody in Exeter shall think that litter is a problem in their community.
• Zero waste shops shall be commonplace on the high street.
• Business waste shall be used to support a circular economy by providing
source material for industries such as construction.

• Exeter shall have optimised waste collection for both business and household
waste to minimise the number of vehicles within the city.
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Regenerative Design
For lasting net zero transformation in our city, we need to embrace a culture
of ‘Regenerative Design’ for our new developments. This design philosophy
recognises that we all have a responsibility to leave the planet in a better state
than we found it. The guiding principles of regenerative design seek to create fair
and resilient developments that consider materials reuse, carbon footprint, water
stewardship and integrate the needs of society with the limitations of the planet.
In a Net Zero Exeter, new building developments will go further than net zero
impact, generating more energy than they consume and embedding principles
of regenerative design.

• All new developments in Exeter shall achieve the highest standards of design
for wildlife, water and wellbeing making a positive contribution to the local
environment.

• It shall be standard practice for all new housing development in Exeter to
be carbon neutral.

• The city shall have policies in place that incentivise developers to achieve
energy performance standards above the legal minimum; increasing the
development of energy-positive buildings

• Local planning standards shall ensure that new commercial developments

embrace the principles of regenerative design and operate, as a minimum, at
carbon neutral levels.

• New commercial and public buildings shall have systems in place to capture
and reuse waste energy.

• Rain water shall be recycled on all properties across the city.
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THEME 4:

CAPABILITY

Collective Action
If we are going to become a carbon-neutral city by 2030 we will need
collaborative effort from everyone. We will need to work together to develop
programmes of education and volunteering so that people are acutely aware of
and engage with the issues we face globally, and as a city, and can understand
how we can each make a difference. By highlighting best practices we can create
a ripple effect that inspires people to take action and helps Exeter remain a truly
great city in which to live.
In a Net Zero Exeter, all groups within the city are engaged with and have
embraced Exeter’s sustainable future and work collaboratively and creatively
to make it a reality.

• The city shall have launched a campaign to educate and engage young

people in Exeter about the UN Sustainable Development Goals and their
role in our city.

• The Corporate Social Responsibility programmes of businesses with 500+

employees shall be aligned to enable a coordinated volunteering programme
that brings benefit for the city and for businesses.

• An accreditation scheme shall exist for socially responsible businesses in
Exeter who are actively working towards being carbon neutral.

• Exeter shall have systems in place that ensure that the voices of all citizens
are heard in developing solutions to becoming a carbon-neutral city.

• Exeter shall have processes and structures that support development of local

co-operatives and social enterprises formed by communities to deliver the net
zero ambition.

• Exeter shall have a thriving community volunteering sector with more than

50% of people volunteering or helping out in their community to take action
on climate change at least once per year.

• Every neighbourhood in Exeter shall have a strong and sustainable community
anchor organisation.
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An Analytical Approach
Data can provide us with the power to understand and control our environment in
positive ways. It can help us understand the challenges we face and identify action
that needs to be taken, but only if we have the skills and tools to convert raw data
into information that we can use. By increasing the analytical and entrepreneurial
skills of the city and enhancing the culture of sharing we can increase our
capability for solving not only today’s challenges but those of tomorrow.
A Net Zero Exeter will be an engaged data-aware and entrepreneurial city
which has the skills to analyse and address the challenges that it faces.

• Exeter shall have a digital platform that integrates multiple sources of data
to provide information on city performance (traffic, air quality, energy etc);
enabling residents, businesses and the local authority to make informed
decisions about their activities.

• Exeter shall have a detailed understanding of how people move into and

around the city in order to support targeted development of walking, cycling
and public transport infrastructure and to ensure the highway space is
prioritised to move people in the most efficient ways.

• Ultrafast broadband shall be available to all businesses and installed in all

public buildings (including schools) to improve services to communities and
support productivity and digital innovation.

• Citizens shall have control over their personal data and access to ‘data trusts’
enabling them to share their data and support the development of improved
city services.

• All Exeter businesses with 250+ employees shall have committed to

making their operations carbon-neutral and are sharing data to support the
measurement of progress.

• The city shall have a clear strategy for the development of skills needed
for the future of work in the region to ensure that local opportunities are
accessible to all.

• Exeter shall have a thriving ecosystem of start-ups and social enterprises,

supported by active investor network, and is recognised as a leading city for
entrepreneurs addressing urban challenges.

• All communities in Exeter shall have access to programmes that support them

to develop data and analytics skills and build sustainable enterprises that lead
to positive local change.
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Locally Controlled Finance
Local government funding continues to be reduced and we can no longer
solely rely on long term funding from the national government for the purpose
of delivering our ambitions to be carbon neutral. Instead we must develop
strategies that enable us to use our assets to generate local finance to invest in
socially important schemes as well as mechanisms that encourage investment in
the city from the residents and businesses themselves.
A Net Zero Exeter will have the finance and capability to develop in a way that
delivers a ‘just transition’ to carbon neutrality - providing affordable homes ,
eradicating fuel poverty and reducing relative congestion.

• A city partnership shall be created to strategically develop, co-ordinate, deliver
and invest in infrastructure that supports Exeter to achieve a ‘just transition’ to
carbon neutrality.

• Exeter shall have committed to the development of a city-owned development
fund that gives the city access to the money needed to invest in infrastructure
required for a ‘just transition’ to carbon neutrality.

• Investment in the city shall be promoted, with local people and businesses

investing to support the vision for Exeter (eg through crowdfunding, a regional
bank, or other locally focused financial institutions).

• Exeter shall have established mechanisms for organisations to jointly purchase
energy direct from solar, wind or other developments (e.g via ‘sleeving’
agreements) with the contracts used to help finance the development of
new renewables.

• City purchasing decisions shall support a ‘transition with organisations using
procurement contracts to stimulate innovation and encourage their supply
chain to become carbon neutral.

• The city shall actively support and promote companies that grow as a result of
our clean transition.

• The city shall have a structured scheme of pricing and taxation, for road use

and parking that reflects the true cost of carbon emissions, pollution and
congestion; encouraging modal shift to active and shared modes and enabling
re-investment in city mobility.
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It’s really important that everyone gets to have their say as we embark
on this crucial 10 year journey to a carbon neutral Exeter by 2030. We will
only achieve our goals if we have the support of residents, businesses
and the local authority.
We are working with local arts organisation, Encounters, to host a series
of community drop-in events across Exeter during February. These events
will be a meaningful and imaginative opportunity to explore changes we’ll
need to make and identify everyday challenges and barriers we’ll need to
overcome together.
Initial dates and locations have been set as:
• Friday 21 February
9.30am to 12.00noon at The Beacon Community Centre
• Saturday 22 February
9.30am to 5.00pm at Cathedral Green (@The Big Green Event)
• Sunday 23 February
11.00am to 2.00pm at Piazza Terracina, The Quay
• Tuesday 3 March
10am to 12.30pm at Exeter Library, Castle Street
• Wednesday 4 March
9.00am - 12.30pm at Wonford Community Centre (playing field)
These activities build up to the The Net Zero Exeter Mobilisation Summit,
being held on Thursday 26 March at Exeter City Football Club.
For more dates and locations please see netzeroexeter.co.uk
The information and responses gathered from the engagement activities
and Summit will be drawn together by Exeter City Futures to form a Net
Zero Exeter Roadmap or ‘plan’ for Exeter to become carbon neutral by
2030. This document will summarise the key challenges that will need to
be overcome and will be delivered to Exeter City Council as a collective
body of evidence to inform the next steps for our city.
Our Terms of Engagement can be viewed on netzeroexeter.co.uk

